CMOS Pixel Sensors have been used in subatomic physics experiments for charged particles detection. In the International Linear Collider (ILC) vertex detector, the occupancy will be mainly driven by impacts coming from the beam background. This will have a huge impact to the data flow of the system. We propose a design of CMOS pixel sensors with on-chip Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to tag and remove these hits. It is based on different features of hits clusters. In this paper, we will describe the structure of an ANN implemented in an FPGA device. We will show and analyze the distribution of incident angles reconstructed by the ANN.
Introduction
CMOS pixel sensors are monolithic devices that integrate sensing diodes and readout electronics on the same silicon substrate. They have been used in the PiXeL detector (PXL) upgrade of the Solenoidal Tracker at STAR experiment at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), since they offer an attractive balance among granularity, material budget, readout speed, radiation tolerance and power dissipation. It was the first time that a collider particle physics experiment was equipped with CMOS pixel sensors [1] .
In the vertex detector of the International Linear Collider (ILC) experiment, a large amount of extra hits are generated by background particles coming from the beam background (mainly low momentum e + /e − leptons). These extra hits will increase drastically the data flow of the system. The idea is using CMOS pixel sensors with on-chip Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to tag and remove these hits. In this case, output data would contain only information of hits generated by particles coming from the physics processes [2] .
In general, background particles have lower momentum (10-100 MeV/c) than particles coming from the physics processes. Under the effect of magnetic field, they have larger incident angles into the epitaxial layer of the CMOS pixels sensor and generate more hit pixels (elongated cluster shapes) than those of real physics particles ( Figure 1 ). According to cluster shapes, one can use the ANN to reconstruct incident angles and then distinguish types of hits. This paper aims to validate the feasibility study of reconstructing incident angles by the ANN implemented in hardware. In the section 2, a test system is presented in detail, including a CMOS pixel sensor to collect the raw data and a custom designed ANN implemented in an FPGA. The test procedure of the ANN is introduced in the section 3, including the training procedure processed in the Toolkit for MultiVariate Analysis (TMVA) [3] and the regression procedure executed in the FPGA device. The section 4 shows and analyzes the reconstructed result of incident angles.
Test system 2.1 System of the raw data collection
A system has been designed to collect the raw data from a CMOS pixel sensor named MI-MOSA18 for training and testing the ANN structure. A platform supports MIMOSA18 with different rotations in order to vary incident angles with respect to a fixed 90 Sr source ( Figure 2 ).
MIMOSA18 was fabricated in the AMS 0.35 µm OPTO process with standard epitaxial layer (14 µm, ∼10-15 Ω.cm). Charged particles generate the order of 70-80 e − h pair/µm in epitaxial layer, resulting in typical total charge of O(1000e − ). MIMOSA18 consists of four matrices of 256×256 pixels with a pitch of 10 µm, and providing an active area of 5×5 mm 2 . Analog output of MIMOSA 18 is encoded in 12 bits in the raw data.
Structure of the Artificial Neural Network
An FPGA board with a Xilinx Artix-7 chip has been used to implement the structure of the ANN and also the modules of data preprocessing including cluster search and feature extraction.
ANNs are inspired by biological neural networks that constitute animal brain. An ANN structure acquires knowledge through the training procedure based on a large amount of data. Knowledge is stored within each inter-neuron connection strength which is known as connection weight [4, 5] . As shown in the Figure 3 , the structure of ANN consists of the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. The input layer contains 4 input neurons and 1 bias neuron. Input neurons take input vectors into the Artificial Neural Network. The hidden layer which is following the input layer has 14 calculation neurons and 1 bias neuron. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is defined after comparison and optimization in view of the balance between complexity and performance the ANN. Calculation neurons are composed of activation function (hyperbolic tangent) in equation (2.1) and sum units. There are 14×5 connection weights between the input layer and the hidden layer. The output layer presents the calculation result of the ANN.
tanh(x) = e x − e −x e x + e −x (2.1)
Input neurons of the ANN are required to represent information of a cluster. We propose to use the following four inputs in this work:
• Maximum standard deviation (MaxStd) of the cluster (standard deviation on the main axis direction) • Minimum standard deviation (MinStd) of the cluster (standard deviation on the perpendicular direction to the main axis) • Charge from the seed pixel (SeedCharge) of the cluster • Total charge (TotCharge) of the cluster The Maximum and Minimum standard deviations are related to the incident angle and represent cluster shape (Figure 2) . Charge from the seed pixel and the total charge are related to the incident angle and represent charge distribution.
Test procedure 3.1 Training procedure
The training procedure is processed by the TMVA to generate connection weights of the ANN. Reconstructed angles are regressed by the ANN based on initial connection weights and four input parameters of each cluster, then initial connection weights are adjusted by comparing reconstructed angles with incident angles. Connection weights could be settled until the error is acceptable, by calculating and comparing constantly.
Regression procedure
The regression procedure is processed in the FPGA device. It is used to reconstruct incident angles on the basis of four input parameters of each cluster and connection weights that are generated in the training procedure. It contains the modules of cluster search, main component analysis (MCA) and the ANN.
The module of cluster search is used to collect hit information from each frame of raw data. According to our experiences and taking into account hardware resources and the operation time, we assume the maximum size of each cluster is 7×7 pixels. The pixel containing the highest charge of a cluster is named "seed pixel", and it is set at the center of the 7×7 pixels window. Steps of cluster search are as follows:
1. Searching the pixel with maximum charge in one frame of raw data as a seed pixel; 2. Checking neighbor pixels around the seed pixel in this 7×7 pixels window; 3. Erasing this hit information and seeking next seed pixel in this pixel charge matrix.
The MCA module is used to analyze charge distribution of a cluster and calculate two input parameters of MaxStd and MinStd for the ANN.
The ANN module is implemented in the FPGA by mathematic units and memory resources. The implementation of the activation function uses some IP cores such as exponential operations. Connection weights that are generated in the training procedure are fixed in registers.
Results
The raw data is collected under 10 different incident angles to train the ANN. 500 continuously frames at each respective incident angle are taken out to test the ANN.
The distribution of reconstructed angles θ rec by the ANN is shown in the Figure 4 . In the left graph, the mean value of reconstructed angles has slow growth with increasing of θ inc (0-73 degrees). It is basically the same with the mean value of reconstructed angles regressed by the ANN in TMVA. The variation of reconstructed angles has the same trend with that of incident angles, while in the ideal case, reconstructed angles should have the same values as incident angles. It could be found in the right hand of the Figure 4 , as the incident angle θ inc increases, the percentage of reconstructed angles between 60 to 70 degrees is growing. Just few or even no reconstructed angles are located within 0 to 20 degrees or 70 to 90 degrees. The range of effective reconstructed angles that we concern is from 50 to 75 degrees. Particles with incident angles below 50 degrees could be directly reconstructed from hits information of a double-sided ladder [6] . Due to the limitation of the 7×7 pixels window, the ANN is not sensitive to clusters with incident angles above 78 degrees in this work. 
